from February 1950 Motion Picture magazine...

After eight years in B pictures, Barbara Hale suddenly finds herself the darling of the critics, the hottest thing on her studio lot

by Maxine Block

                              the most
Surprised Girl 
                in Holywood

The Broadway wit Wilson Mizner once said, "The gent who wakes up and finds himself a success hasn't been asleep." That applies so well to Barbara Hale! At the moment, after three rave-getting starring roles (The Window, Jolson Sings Again and And Baby Makes Three) she's the darling of her studio--the hottest thing on the Columbia lot.
	Yet she didn't consciously plan it that way. Like Topsy, her career "just growed." Other screen lovelies work like crazy to become actresses--twenty-four hours a day and even on their lurich hours. Back in Rockford, Ill., Barbara was never a stage-struck youngster, never begged her parents to enroll her in dramatic school nor tortured her toes in ballet slippers, never recited elocution pieces before admiring relatives nor strutted in front of a mirror seeing her name in imaginary lights.
Instead her life plans called for oil paints, a palette, canvas, hunks of clay and modeling tools. So after classes at Rockford High School she clerked in a department store to put away some money toward enrolling in Chicago's Academy of Fine Arts.
"I had it all figured out in my mind," Barbara said. "I knew that commercial art would pay better than fine arts. So I concentrated on fashion design and illustration. But I needed more money for my expenses at the Academy in Chicago, and I started to model for an advertising agency. Al Seaman, head of the agency, sent a batch of my photographs to Perry Lieber, RKO publicity chief, with whom he had gone to school. You could have knocked me over with a feather when a talent scout appeared in Chicago and stuck a contract under my nose. I was the most surprised girl in Chicago.
"I didn't care about acting particularly--but once I was in it I determined to do the best job I knew how. In Hollywood I rented a room at the Studio Club, budgeted my small earnings carefully and put everything else out of my mind. Romance, I told myself, is out for a long time. I didn't want to fall in love. I was too busy, really. I was making a cow country epic called West of the Pecos when I bumped into a blond cowpoke in the costume of a bad man. We both said 'Excuse me' at the same moment, went our separate ways, and that was that. Except that the following June I married that cowpoke--Bill Williams."
Barbara wasn't the only one whose plans went astray. Bill, too, didn't want to fall in love. Not for him, thank you. He'd been through romance, marriage and divorce, and his heart was still tied in painful splints when he bumped into Barbara. But what can you do when a girl with a pert, laughing face, huge hazel eyes and a pretty little figure suddenly crosses your path?
"By then, Barbara," I said, "I hope you were through being taken by surprise."
"Oh, no," she laughed. "Not long after we were married Bill and I were on a publicity trip for the studio in New York. I picked up a paper and there in a newspaper column I read that I was expecting a baby. Back in Hollywood I went to see my doctor for my regular checkup. And then I rushed home to Bill--the most flabbergasted gal in the world.
"'What do you know, Bill!' I yelled. 'I am.'
"So we began to plan our future careers--the house we'd have, the number of children we'd like. And then we were both fired like 'most everybody else when RKO went through a reorganization. All our plans went flooey. We sat right down and began to plan again--but this time we began to create annuities. When they paid off they would make up an income--a small one, to be sure--but an income against any exigencies of fate. Now, we felt, we could sit back and laugh at any upsets life could deal us.
"So what do you think happened? Once again I was the most surprised--"
"This is where I came in," I interrupted.
"I can't help it," Barbara laughed. "I was the most surprised person in Hollywood when I was offered that choice role as Jolson's second wife in Jolson Sings Again. And following that the feminine lead in And Baby Makes Three with Robert Young."
That's Barbara Hale--the gal whose life has been one big bowl of surprises from the moment she set foot in Glamorland. She arrived on a Tuesday night and the following Thursday she was emoting in her first picture. In her fifth she was a leading lady.
Nor can you even credit it to the luck of the Irish. For this Hale girl is only half Irish. The other half's Scotch. But surely this girl must be carrying around a mess of rabbits' feet, a basket of four-leaf clovers and enough horseshoes for a cavalry regiment.
What's she really like--this hazel-eyed beauty with an angel's smile who has her studio all in a dither? First of all she's never stuffy. Ham is something she eats--not lives. As soon as she meets you she reaches into her purse for pictures of her 2-year-old daughter, Willa Johanna--Jody, for short. Like any parents, Barbara and Bill are convinced that Jody shows strong signs of genius.
"First time I saw her in the hospital," says Barbara, "she looked at me and said 'Mama.'"
In person, Barbara appears younger, smaller and more baby-faced than on the screen. Her shining dark brown hair has not been kissed by henna or anything else. She's addicted to cotton skirts, flats on her feet, simple sports clothes. Exotic is not  the  for Barbara. She's still a typical Rockford girl who never really left home.
She's always busy, whether or not she's working in a picture, for she manages to combine a career with being a successful wife and mother.
And she and Bill have known trouble such as few young married couples experience. When she was pregnant and Bill's career took one of those temporary Hollywood slumps, he developed arthritis. Then one evening he slipped and later discovered he had sprained his sacroiliac. It had happened before when he was a dancer. It's one of the most painful ailments imaginable and complicated by arthritis it's crippling. Weeks and weeks of treatments and doctors' bills followed. At last Bill began to improve-and then he was laid low again with pleurisy which quickly developed into something with the fancy-sounding name of intercostal neuritis.
There they were, with Barbara pregnant and not working, Bill on his back and unable to work. And like the harrowing sequences in a soap opera, one morning his knee swelled up like a grapefruit. Barbara drove him to the hospital.
"When we approached the desk," said Barbara with a grin, "the nurse looked at me and the bag and started to write down my case history!"
Doctors at the hospital said, "Hmmm. Cenovitis, a kind of water on the knee," then promptly put the leg in a cast. Bill was a hobbling medical dictionary.
But that's all over now. Bill is hard at work making Westerns, Barbara is hard at work making plans. Barbara says her first objective in life is becoming emotionally mature.
"Growth," she explained, "means to change normally. It's a slow process, not the overnight change that is brought about by sudden success in one's work. One of the first things I need to work on is my inability to make decisions. I've even discovered that it has a name--abulia--and that we all suffer from it to some extent. Every day we have to make decisions of some kind. Sometimes we have to choose between two courses of action. Indecision is painful, bewildering. I've learned that it's better to make a decision--even a bad one-than to be torn between conflicting impulses. And I want to learn how to stick to a decision once I've made it, before my daughter is much older. Then I can help her decide things.
"The next thing I want to cultivate is a constant sense of humor no matter what life brings. In Bill's illness our humor helped us through a bad time."
"Those sound like good, sensible ideas," I agreed. "But after all that's happened to you I'm sure you're through making plans-"
"Oh, no," Barbara interrupted, wide-eyed. "Bill and I have tons of plans--and there are probably loads of surprises ahead of us!"



